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SNOW & 13 COUNTRIES REGISTERED 
TO MARCIAGRANPARADISO

ROSSIGNOL RACE

Entering the circuit Euroloppet immediately brings luck to Marciagranparadiso.
Seventy centimeters of snow fell in the last few hours so registrations increased:
less than a month from the start of a triple event that's going to be incandescent.

Only the snow was missing in Cogne to make a magic January. And the snow has arrived plentiful
last week. A white blanket of 70 centimeters radically changed the landscape of the village, which is
main symbol of Gran Paradiso National Park. The organizing committee, 41 years after the first
edition, is working focused to solve last organizational details.
Under the technical point of view, the course situation is pretty much perfect, and the entire skiing
area is ready to be tested by lovers of cross-contry skiing. The staff of the Pila Ltd. is working hard in
these hours to make perfect the "white carpet" where it will take place the battle in the weekend of 5-
6-7 February.
Perfect snow conditions at the startline and at the finishline, and also in the three villages (Epinel -
Valnontey – Lillaz).
Therefore the start line has been confirmed at the very end of Sant'Orso meadows, with the usual
mass start. The entire course is available on all the distances planned by the race regulations: it is
possibile to check them on on the new website at www.marciagranparadiso.it
Good news from registrations database, with 13 nations represented and a strong predominance of
the Scandinavians ones. The numbers, therefore, give reason to the organizing committee, that is
working hard on many fronts to increase the quota of foreign participants.
An incredible series of events has been scheduled to be a worthy setting to the toughest race of
Euroloppet circuit.
Rossignol lottery, with terrific prizes (tickets cost five euros), is an extra boost for everybody.



Here's the rich program of the weekend:
Friday, February 5th, 2016: Skating with Marathon of 45 km and Light of 25 km.
Saturday, February 6th, 2016: Minimarciagranparadiso.
Sunday, February 7th, 2016: Classic  with Marathon of 45 km and Light of 25 km.
You can also enter Marciagranparadiso Day, as non-competitive race.

To register as participant, simply click on the new official website at www.marciagranparadiso.it 
The event will be covered also on the official Facebook page “Marcia Gran Paradiso” and on the
official  Twitter  account  @MGranparadiso  with  two  main  hashtags:  #marciagranparadiso  and
#MGP2016.
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